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Nasiol is the world’s leading producer of surface
protection solutions using the latest developments
in nanotechnology.
Nasiol’s specially formulated products are widely used in the automotive,
industrial, home, textile, personal accessories, and maritime sectors.
In the automotive sector, Nasiol products are widely sold in over 140
countries. We have a distribution and reseller network in over 40 nations,
and each year thousands of vehicles worldwide are protected with various
Nasiol nanolayer surface protection products.
Nasiol’s products are distributed globally through hubs located in the Czech
Republic and Turkey. Every single one of our Nasiol products goes through
an extensive quality control process before being shipped out. Nasiol’s
Research & Development team continually works on finding new uses for
nanotechnology in the surface protection arena to produce new solutions.
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NL272
Nano Layer Ceramic Coating
WHY NL272?
• First in its class with a High Definition Reflection (HDR).
• Long-Lasting 9H Scratch Resistance.
• Full protection with a single layer of coating.
• Extreme durability with protection up to 5-years.
• Recommended for skilled detailers.
With a single application, NL272 forms a smooth single layer
of hard nanoscale coating on the surface, protecting against
scratches, retention of dirt and dust, and staining caused by
environmental conditions, such as bird droppings. Nanolayer
NL272, with its ultra-high gloss finish, rejuvenates the original
color of the surface and ensures the vehicle has an attractive
look.
Within the nano-ceramic coating category, NL272 is the premier
force. Nasiol NL272 delivers long-lasting, unrivaled super
hydrophobic traits, along with mirror-shine gloss that restores
the paint and awakens the color.
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ZR53
9H Nano Ceramic Coating
WHY ZR53?
• TÜV Certified formula for 9H pencil hardness.
• No special equipment required, everything you need
comes in the package.
• Up to 3-years of Enhanced Durability.
• Crystal Gloss Reflection with a distinct silky feeling.
• After 24h curing time, hand washing of the vehicle permitted.
• Recommended for Professional Detailers.
• Certified by SGS for its high chemical resistance against
numerous agents.
Nasiol ZR53 is a supreme formula to shield the auto paint
from unexpected scratches and defend it with various adverse impacts caused by acid rain, bird droppings, road
salt, and damaging sun rays.
Minor or deep, autobody scratches will diminish the look,
cost expensive repairs, and reduce the value of your car.
One way to prevent all this is to
take preemptive action by protecting the vehicle surface
with the ZR53 nanoceramic compound.
With its 9H surface protection formula, ZR53 forms a slick
single layer reinforcement to combat against scratches
and potential harm caused by mud, ice, snow, harmful sun
rays, and various other elements of nature.
Not only will the surface be guarded against scratches,
but the body of your vehicle will also acquire a silky tactual feeling, with Crystal-Gloss Shine.
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MetalCoat F2
Quick Nano Car Paint Protection
WHY MetalCoat F2?
• Spray it and buff it! A simple worry-free application and cleaning.
• Instant gloss with an exceptional degree of water repellency.
• Perfect for beginner level detailing enthusiasts.
• Safe for exterior plastic trim.
• High scale resistance against destructive chemicals.
• Surface protection between 6 to 12 months.
The fastest method of coating a vehicle with a ceramic scratch resistance
compound is only possible with MetalCoat F2 (MF2) spray-on application.
By design, the formula constructs a nano coating layer with brilliant
glow and harmful sun ray filtering capability, along with a slick surface
to shield it from adverse effects of acid rain, bird droppings, and various
other elements of nature.
MF2 can safely treat the surfaces of automobiles, bicycles, motorcycles,
and trucks with its unique 7H hardness nano-coating formula by forming
a single layer scratch resistance level.
The flexible ceramic coating formula is manufactured to produce fast
surface protection; furthermore, it can serve as a nano-ceramic coating
refresher for ZR53 and NL272.
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GLASSHIELD
WIPE-ON
Rain Repellent Wipes for Windshield
WHY GLASSHIELD WIPE-ON?
• Compact packaging and easy storage.
• Effortless application.
• Enhances visibility and safety.
• Specifically designed for windshields.
• Durable up to 40,000 wipes or 1 year of daily usage.
• High durability against detergents and other chemical solutions.
Nasiol Glasshield Wipe-On forms an invisible layer on the windshield. With its quick and simple application, it enhances visibility and boosts safety with its remarkable water-repelling formula.
Convenience, speed, and performance are what separates
GlasShield Wipe-On from the rest. The application wipes go on
fast and efficiently; regardless of the weather conditions, the blend
will form a shield on the windshield surface to produce clear, uninterrupted visibility during rough rainy conditions.
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GLASSHIELD
Strong Nano Rain Repellent
WHY GLASSHIELD?
• All-season protection suitable for all geographical locations.
• Protects the age of windshield and wipers.
• Delays the forming of icing.
• Increases visibility performance for the windshield, side
windows, and rear windshield.
• Comes in all in one small packaging for easy storage.
• Up to 45,000km/80,000 wipes or up-to two years.
• Applicable for all types of auto glass.
Ultra-high-water repellent formula manufactured to establish safe driving and clear visibility with less reliance
on windshield wipers.
GlasShield is a powerful water repellent solution designed precisely for the windshield and glass portions of
a vehicle. Safety and visibility are crucial during rainy and
snowy weather conditions.
Once GlasShield comes in contact with the glass surface,
the liquid formula will bond and spread to repel water
and to turn droplets into tiny beads, thus making the usage of windshield wipers a seldom occurring event.
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CLEARUB 305
Heavy Scratch Remover
WHY CLEARUB 305?
• Achieve stunning results by using a small amount.
• Removes major deep scratches smoothly.
• Mess-proof, effortless application.
• Long-lasting glowing shine with a soft to touch surface.
• Professional grade ingredients that are safe for any color,
make and model.
• Silicon-Free.
Prepare the surface of an autobody for ceramic coating treatment by eliminating deep scratches.
No matter how new or expensive your vehicle might be, sooner
or later, it will have those unsightly scratches. The good news is,
you do not need to spend a lot of money to remove the scratches.
Nasiol CleaRub 305 is formulated to blend with the scratches to
make them disappear efficiently. Using a polishing machine to
apply CleaRub 305 is strongly suggested.
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CLEARUB 505
Fine Scratch Remover
WHY CLEARUB 505?
• Boosts the performance of NL272 & ZR53.
• It will restore the original coating of your vehicle by bringing
the surface gloss to a maximum level.
• Super simple application method ideal all detailers.
• It requires a small amount to be used to achieve impressive
results.
• Silicon-Free.
The small, what may seem like insignificant scratches on your
car’s surface can result in expensive repairs in the future and
devaluation of your vehicle. With CleaRub 505, you can smooth
out and free the auto surface from various hard to see minor
blemishes.
CleaRub 505 is a compound put together to eliminate small
scratches and remove swirls evenly from the surface of a car, all
the while giving it a smooth surface touch.
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CLEAN
Ceramic Coating Pre-Cleaner
WHY CLEAN?
• Excellent solution for surface preparation before Nasiol nanoceramic applications.
• Removes polishing residue particles from the surface.
• Helps to get the maximum benefits out of the ceramic coating
solution.
• Clean is a perfect companion to eliminate dirt, dust, mud, and
various stain residue from the surface efficiently.
It helps to remove contaminants on hard surfaces before nanoceramic treatment.
Preparing the surface before applying a ceramic coating compound is essential to getting the most out of the product.
Nasiol Clean is one-of-a-kind; the gentle surface cleansing solution works to whisk away dirt, dust, and stains to prepare the way
for nanoceramic application.
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CABINCARE
Car Seat Waterproof
Protective Coating
WHY CABINCARE?
• Guards against spontaneous spills penetrating auto
seats.
• Simple to apply; spray it and let it dry.
• Increases the lifespan of the seats.
• One application lasts up to 6 months.
• Non-allergic and toxic free formula.
Nasiol CabinCare is a powerful stain repellent solution that is formulated to deter harmful stain-causing
substances from the surfaces of fabric base seats and
floors.
CabinCare is designed to prevent dirt, liquid, and mold
from penetrating the fabric, thus preventing staining
and making cleaning a breeze. CabinCare also maintains the appearance and breathability of all material.
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NANO SEAT
PROTECT
Upholstery Protector
with New Car Scent
WHY NANO SEAT PROTECT?
• Blocks stains from penetrating the fabric.
• Formula is combined with New Car Smell fragrance.
• Non-allergic and toxic free formula.
• One application lasts up to 5 washes with approved
detergents.
Nasiol Nano Seat Protect serves as a barrier between
the fabric surface of the interior of your vehicle and
from aggressors that can potentially cause damage,
such as spilled drinks, muddy shoes, and wet outfits.
Nasiol Nano Seat Protect, with its fresh fragrance, is
the solution that will protect the seats of your vehicle from stain-causing invaders while offering a fresh
scent as a bonus.
Heavy-duty stain defender formulated using the latest
advancements in nanotechnology, with a long-lasting
new car fragrance in a portable spray bottle.
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LEATHERBOOST
Premium Leather Nano Protection
WHY LEATHERBOOST?
• It will protect the leather surface from water and liquid stains.
• Can easily be applied using the accompanying applicator pad.
• Extends the life-span of interior leather components on automobiles, RVs,
trucks, boats, and other watercrafts.
• Designed with a new cutting-edge formula using nanotechnology.
• Only a small amount is required to cover an extensive section with significant results.
LeatherBoost is a transparent nano-protection solution to prevent wear
and discoloration on artificial and genuine leather materials.
Maintaining leather surfaces in your automobile is essential for extending the life-span of the material. Choosing the right solution in preserving
leather products can significantly impact the look and feel of the interior.
Choosing the right solution in preserving leather products can have a significant impact on the look and feel of the content.
LeatherBoost protects artificial and genuine leather from fading and staining, all the while preserving its authentic color and smooth touch.
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TEMPOROAD BF
Temporary Liquid Film
WHY TEMPOROAD-BF?
• One of a kind, eco-friendly formula manufactured to prevent bugs, and insects, dust, and
sand particles from adhering to your vehicle.
• It can be removed safely without damaging the
surface with water pressure.
TempoRoad-BF forms a temporary water-based
film to shield the autobody from bug stains and
sand from sticking on to the surface in areas where
sandstorms are frequent.
Prepare and shield your vehicle from unexpected
elements while driving with TempoRoad-BF. This
unique compound is perfect for temporary applications.
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NEW CAR SMELL
New Car Essence
WHY NEW CAR SMELL?
• Easy application for long-lasting essence.
• A fresh and clean fragrance that will reveal
the spirit of a new car.
Excite your senses with fresh and long-lasting
new car fragrance.
Remember the very first time you step into
your new car, and the fragrance of new car
hit your senses? After a while, the scent inside of your new vehicle fades away. But what
if it didn’t? What if you can continue having
the feeling of stepping into a new car, regardless of how long it has been since you bought
your vehicle?
Nasiol New Car Smell spray gives the interior
of your car the exact new car fragrance. It is
easy to apply. Just spray it, and the scent will
remain in your vehicle, and the memories will
rejoice you every time you step into your car.
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CABINSHINE
Automotive Interior
Safeguard
WHY CABINSHINE?
• Cabinshine revitalizes the plastic, rubber, and vinyl parts of the interior of the vehicle.
• It repels dust and dirt build-up.
• Illuminates the interior parts and keeps your automobile looking newer.
• It extends the life of interior vehicle components.
CabinShine shields the interior plastic materials
from sunlight and helps to combat premature aging and discoloration.
Just like how the look and feel of the exterior surface of your vehicle is an essential component in
protecting its value, the interior units require the
same amount of attention as well.
The dashboard, glove box, console, door handles,
are all prone to dust, aging, and fading. To prevent
interior plastic, rubber, and vinyl parts from deteriorating, protecting them with a specially formulated
solution like CabinShine is required. CabinShine is
advised to be used after cleaning the surfaces with
Nasiol TEM APC Pro.
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DETAILERSHINE PRO
Pro Trim and Tire Shine
WHY DETAILERSHINE PRO?
• Long-lasting stunning shine.
• DetailerShine Pro clears dirt and mud without
much effort.
• It makes future maintenance and cleaning of the
surface easier.
• No need to use a pressure washer to clean.
DetailerShine Pro restores the original color with its
powerful deep-glaze formula, and it makes removal
of dirt a breeze for future cleaning. Tires are shoes
for your car, which are often overlooked. It’s as if
they don’t exist, but they do exist, and they also
need to be adequately groomed.
DetailerShine Pro is an exclusive formula to clear
dirt and grime from the tires while giving them a
fantastic shine.
DetailerShine Pro restores the original color of tires
and the trim portions with its powerful deep glaze
formula, and it makes removal of dirt a breeze for
future cleaning.
After cleaning the tires with DetailerShine Pro, the
invisible concentration will remain on your tires,
making it easier for future removal of dirt and mud.
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CLEANION PRO
Professional Automobile
Cleaning Agent Foam
WHY CLEANION PRO?
• Concentrated formula clears away stains, such as
dirt, mud, salt remnants, water spots, and bird droppings from the surface of a vehicle.
• Safe to use on surfaces treated with sealants, wax,
and ceramic coating.
• Before treating the surface with a nano-ceramic
coating such as Nasiol’s ZR53, NL272, or MetalCoat
F2, cleaning the auto body with Cleanion Pro will
allow the user to get the most out of the ceramic
coating solution.
• pH level: 9
• 1/60 dilution
Cleanion is a remarkable car wash detergent formulated to wipe out stubborn dirt and stains without
hassle.
Hard abrasive chemicals along with firm brushes
might sound like a good idea to remove stains and
dirt from the body of your vehicle; however, you are
doing more harm than good. Harsh chemicals used
in detergents and hard bristles on brushes can cause
scratches along with damage to the paint of your
vehicle. Using a balanced, concentrated formula like
Cleanion Pro, will not only effectively remove dust,
mud, and bird droppings from the surface, but it will
do so without damaging the paint or the coating.
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TEM APC PRO
Strong Multi-Purpose Cleaner
WHY TEM APC PRO?
• Removes tough stains with minimal effort.
• The compound does not leave a chemical residue
after cleaning is complete.
• Does not contain toxic chemicals that are hazardous to human health.
• 1/45 dilution
TEM APC PRO is a mighty interior cleaner designed
to wipe out dirt and stains on the surfaces of car
seats, flooring, plastic sections, and roof interior.
Stubborn stains that are impossible to remove with
soap and water require a mixture that is strong
enough to expel the stains without causing damage
to the surface or surrounding areas.
From automobile flooring to car seats, to the roof of
the car, TEM APC Pro will eliminate persistent stains
from the surface without the need for extra cleaning
equipment.
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ARTEKYA TECH. LTD.
Tel : +90 212 670 13 95
info@artekya.com
www.nasiol.com

